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Premium Exhaust Wrap 1350°F
CONTINUOUS

2000°F
INTERMITTENT

1350°F
CONTINUOUS

2000°F
INTERMITTENT

Heatshield Products premium-grade exhaust wrap features a tighter 
weave than any other fiberglass heat wrap on the planet. This 
tighter weave retains more heat and makes our exhaust wrap less 
susceptible to fraying. What does that mean for your vehicle? 
Better heat performance and longer life! 
In addition to the tightest weave, Heatshield Products Premium 
Exhaust Wrap features our HPTC coating. Other brands of 
header wraps use fiberglass, which will become weak and 
brittle at 1,000 degrees F, while coatings like graphite or 
vermiculite will extend the base temp to 1,200 degrees F, but 
the fibers will still become brittle. Our HPTC coating allows our 
Premium Exhaust Wrap to operate at 1,350 degrees F continuously 
and 2,000 degrees F intermittently. 
Our coated fibers remain flexible at 1,350 degrees F, so the wrap can expand and 
contract with the metal of the exhaust system, ensuring long-term maximum heat 
retention and longer life. No more brittle wrap turning into powder and falling off 
your pipes! The improved flexibility and strength give the Premium Exhaust Wrap 
increased abrasion-resistance, even at 1,350 degrees F. It frays less when cutting 
and installing and has fewer loose fibers. The HPTC coating is deep black and stays 
deep black after it has been heat-cycled. HPTC coating is also available in bright 
white, an industry-first that creates an old-school hot rod look.

FEATURES
zz Remains soft, flexible and strong, even at 1,350° F
zz Higher operating temps than comparable fiberglass wraps
zz Excellent abrasion-resistance
zz Tighter weave than other wraps

PART NO. DESCRIPTION
301002 White 1” x 25’ Roll

301004 White 1” x 50’ Roll

301006 White 1” x 100’ Roll

302001 White 2” x 15’ Roll

302002 White 2” x 25’ Roll

302006 White 2” x 50’ Roll

302009 White 2” x 100’ Roll

302011 White 4” x 100’ Roll

302013 White 6” x 100’ Roll

307014 Black 1” x 50’ Roll

307021 Black 2” x 15’ Roll

307024 Black 2” x 50’ Roll

Cobra Skin™ Exhaust Wrap 
Cobra Skin™ Exhaust Wrap uses the same HPTC coating as our Premium Exhaust Wrap, and features a 
special weave that makes it easier to wrap around bends in pipes and creates a carbon-fiber appearance 
after it has been installed.
Our HPTC coating allows Cobra Skin™ Exhaust Wrap to sustain 1,350 degrees F continuously. In 
addition to increased temperature parameters, the wrap remains flexible and strong. For most header 
wraps, the fiberglass will become weak and brittle at 1,000 degrees F, and typical coatings will extend 
the base temp to 1,200 degrees F, but the fibers will still become brittle. With our HPTC coating, the 
Cobra Skin™ has a higher rated continuous temperature of 1,350 degrees F, and the fibers remain 
flexible, so the wrap will expand and contract with the metal of the exhaust system. This ensures long-
term maximum heat retention and increased wrap life. 
The HPTC coating also gives Heatshield Products wraps increased abrasion-resistance even at 
1,350 degrees F, and results in less fraying. 

FEATURES
zz Remains soft, flexible and strong at 1,350° F
zz Special weave makes it easier to wrap around bends
zz Carbon-fiber appearance when installed
zz Reduces underhood temperatures up to 50%

PART NO. DESCRIPTION
380008 1” x 25’ Roll

380009 1” x 50’ Roll

380011 2” x 15’ Roll

380012 2” x 25’ Roll

380013 2” x 50’ Roll


